Abstract-Recently, it has been shown that the simple hinary arithmetic and logical operations can be computed by the process of self assembly of DNA tiles, where artificially constructed 2-D DNA nanostructures called tiles attach with one-another to form complex superstructures, and in the process compute the result of these operations. We show how the DNA self assembly process can be used for computing finite field multiplication and addition. Our method can he used to efficiently execute multiple computation of finite field arithmetic, parallely and at very low cost.
Introduction
There have many attempts at implementing the basic binary arithmetic and logical operations. using DNA computing. See. for example [GFB96] , [GPZ97] . [MLRSOO] and [BM02] . But till date no attempts have been made to use DNA computing for finite field arithmetic. Finite field arithmetic has applications in cryptography, coding theory and other fields and it is of considerable interest to obtain a method for fast computation of finite field multiplication, in particular. By using DNA computing for finite field computation, we can parallely execute multiple computations at a very low cost. In the next section, we explain the process of 'Self-Assembly of DNA Tilings' and in section three, we show how we can use the self assembly process for computing finite field multiplication. We assume that the reader knows about the structure of DNA molecules and the basic biochemical operations that can be performed on them, such as annealing of two single strands. melting or breaking up of a double strand into single strands, extraction of a strand containing a particular sequence, ligation of DNA strands with the enzyme Ligase and duplication o f DNA strands by the PCR reaction.
DNA Tiles and Self Assembly
Since Adleman [Ad1941 first demonstrated how DNA molecules can be used for computing in his seminal paper on solving the HPP using molecular computation. a number of different models for DNA computation has been proposed for solving a variety of computational problems.
Most of these proposals implement the computation by performing a series of biochemical reactions on a set of DNA molecules. which requires human intervention at each step. Thus, each o f the steps requires a large amount of time as compared to computation steps of an electronic computer. Eric Winfree [Win981 first came up with the idea of computing using the automatic assembly of DNA nanostructurer into complex super-structures. This idea was based on the mathematical concept of Wane tiles [Wan63] . The theory of Wanp tiles says that if we have a set of square tiles with colored edges such that the tiles having edges ofthe same color facing each-other can join together, then the assembling of such tiles over a plane. can emulate the working of a Turing Machine. Winfree and Seeman [WLWSSS] constructed some simple two-dimensional(2D) tiles using DNA strands. to demonstrate the feasibility of computing through the selfassembly of DNA tiles. These DNA tiles have unpaired ends of DNA strands sticking out and through these 'sticky' ends they can attach themselves with other tiles having the (Watson-Crick) complementary sticky end. Thus. these tiles can stick with one-another to assemble into complex superstructures and through this process they can compute in a way similar to Wdng tiles. This process is called the "SelfAssembly of DNA Tilings". Labean et al. [LYK+OO] have come up with more complicated DNA tiles called Triple Crossover or T X tiles that contain three double helixes of DNA intertwined with one-another. These tiles are more stable and rigid. and can have upto six sticky ends through which they can attach with other tiles. We will look at three different types of TX tiles. which we will he using :
TA0 tiles -These tiles have the structure shown in Figure I (a). These tiles are formed by the annealing of four DNA single strands(shown in different colors) and they have four sticky ends at the four corners. Notice the strand (colored Green) passing from the bottom left to the top right of the tile. When TA0 tiles join together diagonally (see Figure I (b)). and we seal the joins by applying Ligase. we have a single DNA strand passing through the assembly from bottom left to top right (shown in bold). This property of the TA0 tiles is important and will he made use of in our procedure. TAE tiles -The structure of these tiles is as shown in Figure 2 (a). Here we have six DNA strands forming the tile and there are six sticky ends, three on the left and three on the right. However if all the six sticky ends are not needed. then we can bend some of these into loops so that they are not used as sticky ends.
Rotated T X tiles -The tile in Figure 2 (b) has only two sticky ends. These two sticky ends are so designed that when these attach with the sticky ends of two neighboring TAE tiles. the tile gets rotated (by an angle close to 90") relative to the plane of the TAE tiles. This rotated tile can fit in the small gap left in the center when four TAE tiles attach together. So.
the TAE tiles and these rotated tiles can assemble to . a single DNA strand (shown in hold) passes through the middle of the three tiles. These tiles can he constructed using a variety of possible nucleotide sequences. We can use different sequences to denote different symbols or values. For example, we can have one sequence denoting the value 0 and another sequence denoting the value 1. So tiles constructed using different sequences can store different values or symbols. We can also use the sticky ends of a tile to encode certain values or symbols. The tile that attaches to this tile would, have the complementary sticky end encoding the same value or symbol. In this way, we can pass information from one tile to its adjoining tile.
Finite Field Arithmetic
A finite field is a field with a finite number of elements. For each prime p and each natural number n, there exists a unique finite field of p" elements denoted by GF(pn).
The elements of this field can he represented as polynomials in x, of degree less than n and having coefficients from Z, = {O, 1 , ...p -l}. We shall he concerned only with finite fields of the form GF(2"), whose elements can he The multiplication operation in GF(2") is similar to polynomial multiplication except that if the result is of degree n or more. then we cut it down to less than n. by going modulo a fixed irreducible polynomial R. of degree n. in GF2 [z] (i.e. having coefficients from Zz). Now. let us see how this multiplication operation can he implemented using DNA tiles.
Finite Field Multiplication
Suppose we want to multiply two numbers A and B in GF(2") going modulo R, where
Thcn the result of the multiplication, C is given by:
Note that. here the addition of the coefficients is done modulo 2 . We will denote ( B * modulo R ) ) by &. Notice the tiles (with six sticky ends) floating above the tile assembly for B. The sticky ends of these tiles are labeled by variables x.y.2 and r of which x.y and r can take any value from (0,l). So we have eight different tiles of this type for various values of x.y and r. Only those tiles having compatible sticky ends could join together. Thus the tile which assembles on top of the two tiles storing b,-l and bn-2 respectively. would have x = bn-2. T = T,-I and the same y value as the 'M' tile ad,jacent to it (which is equal The bits of Si-l are passed to the i-th layer through the bottom left sticky end of the tiles, along with the r value.
But. in order to calculate the corresponding hits of Si, the value of ai should be available. The solution is to construct a diagonal tile assembly represcnting the hits of A (as shown in Figure 3(c) ), and allow this to join to the left side 01 our earlier assembly such that the tile storin& the i-th hit of A is attached to the i-th row. The value of a ; would he passcd along the row. through the sticky ends in the middle. along with the y value. H(x).G(w:r) and Q(y,m) denote nucleotide sequences encoding the value x. w and I'. and y and m respectively.
The tile shown in Figure 4(c) is the computation tile which computes the bits of Bj as explained before. But. it also computes the partial sum bits as w', using the value of partial sum bit w that it receives from the lower layer through the sticky end at its bottom left. The value of y and m = a; are passed from one tile to another in the same row. using the bridge tiles shown in Figure 4 Figure 7 shows the tile structure for A. Here each tile has only~one sticky end and it encodes the value of the bit stored in the tile. This tile structure consists of TA0 tiles and as explained earlier, a single strand of DNA passes diagonally through the structure. This single strand passes through each of the tiles and encodes the bit value stored in each tilt?. Note that this encoding is the same as that used for representing the number B.(Here, the r-bits are retained only for uniformity, and they are not used in the computation).
So, we have a unique representation for each number in GF(2") as a single stranded DNA molecule as shown in Figure 8 . This is the form in which we would he storing all numhers, in our system.
An Example
Let us now look at an example computation of finite field mulliplication using our method. For simplicity we will 
or elements o~G F (~~) .
We take.
A = 2 3 + 2 oT> (1010) (1101) and.
R = 2 4 + X t 1
The numbers A and B. which are in the form of ssDNA (as in Figure 8 ) are converted to appropriate tile structures as in Figure 7 and Figure 6 respectively. Now, we add the other tiles ( Figure 4 ) required for computation and allow them to anneal together. Figure 9 (a) shows the initial stage of the computation while Figure 9 (h) shows the pre-final stage of the computation when the last layer representing B3 has heen computed. At this stage the sticky ends of the linal lnycr tiles contain the result of the multiplication. In order to output the result in the form of a DNA strand. we require some output tiles of the form shown in Figure 5 . On adding these tiles, and allowing them to anneal. we set the the final tile assembly as shown in Figure 9 (c). On adding Ligase to seal the bonds. we will have a single strand of DNA passing through the tiles in the final output layer. that encodes the result of the computation. This single strand begins with the unique nucleotide sequence labeled 'res'. To extract the ssDNA representing the result. we first break up the hydrogen bonds to decompose the tile assembly into DNA single strands and then do an extraction operation using the nucleotide sequence complementary to the 'res' sequence. The ssDNA obtained as the result of the computation would he in the same format (Figure 8) as the original inputs, and thus can he used as the input in further computations.
Finite Field Addition
The finite field addition operation can be implemented in a similar way. Figure 10 shows the addition of two fourhitnumberSA = ( a 3 , a Z , a l , a O ) a n d B = (h3,bZ,bl,bO).
The number A would he represented by the tile structure shown in the top while the number B would be represented by a similar tile structure with sticky ends at the top of the tiles instead of the bottom. The blue-colored tiles shown in the figure form the result. C = (c3,cZ1el,d) ) of the computation. Note that a single strand encoding the result passes through these tiles. and contains the 'res' sequence in the front. This strand can he extracted as before and used in further computations,
Implementation Issues
To implement our method of finite field arithmetic. we have to find suitahle nucleotide sequences for encoding all the symhols used in our computation. such as SO. E. V(0). V( I ), D(O.0). D(0.1) etc. and we have to ensure that these sequences (and their complementary sequences) are sufficiently different from each-other. The other issues to he considered while implementing our method are :
Constructing the input DNA strands -The input DNA strands of lhe form shown in Figure 8 consists of the nucleotide sequence S O followed by D(0.rj) (if ith hit is zero) or, D ( 1 , r j ) (if i-th hit is I) for each i E {n -1: ..O}, finally followed by the sequence E (here T ; ' S are the hits of the irreducible polynomial R). Between the sequences encoding two consecutive hits we have another nucleotide sequence. say S J which will he required for forming the tile structure. Now. we can initially construct all possible numbers by joining together the different nucleotide sequences forming the numhers. We will store multiple copies of all the numbers as a data pool and at the time of executing a computation we will extract the DNA strand encoding the particular number to he used as input.
Converting the input ssDNA to tiles -The DNA tiles are formed by annealing together of the constituent single strands making up the tile. For example. a TA0 tile consists of four nucleotide strands as explained before ( Figure I ). For converting the input ssDNA into the T A 0 tile structure (Figure 7) . we just have 10 mix the other three constituent strands for each of the tiles in the structure and allow them to anneal to the long input strand. The input strand will act as a scaffold to which the other strands will join forming the required tile structure. Similarly the other tile structure ( Figure 6 ) can he constructed.
Constructing the computation tiles & output tiles - Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the various computation and output tiles that have to he constructed. These tiles are constructed by first constructing the con- (a3.a2.al.a0)and B=(h3.h2,hl ,hO) stjtuent strands (by the standard method) and then allowing them to anneal together ti1 form the tile. Some copies of these strands would he kept in a storage pool and whenever new tiles are required (for starting a computation). these would he created from the eontituent strands taken from the storage pool. The strands in the storage pool may he duplicated periodically. using PCR.
Executing the Computation -The computation can he executed in a small chamher or cell containing the computation tiles. into which the input tile assemhlies are added. The temperatur? and other conditions of the chamber would he adjusted by external controls. to allow fur the annealing of complementary sticky ends. We can have multiple such chambers for parallely executing multiple such computations. At the end of each computation. Ligase is added to seal the joints and then, the temperature of the chamher is increased to break up the tile structure into single strands. The result strand is then extracted by affinity purification using the complement of the 'res' sequence. The 'res' nucleotide sequence would contain the site of a restriction enzyme at the end. so that the 'res' portion can he cut-off from the result strand hy applying the appropriate restriction enzyme. As a result we will get an %DNA of the same format as the input strands. This strand can then, be used in further computations.
Reading the result -To output the result of the computation we would use a modification of the standard sequence-reading operation that uses a comhination of PCR and gel electrophoresis. Using PCR we can obtain strands of different lengths represent-
ingthepositionsofeachofD(O:O)~D(O:I),D(l;O).
and D ( l l 1 ) in the result strand.
We can use dyes of two colors -one for strands repre- 
Conclusion
Our method f i r implementing finite field computation. extends the technique used hy LaBean et al. [LWR99] for hinary addition and XOR. The advantage of our method. is that once the initial strands are constructed. each multiplication operation is computed very fast through the selfassemhly process and the output of one computation can he directly passed as input to another computation. The only time consuming operation is the reading of the output. As this would he done only once at the end of a series ofcomputations (or, a program). this would not much affect the total computation time.
To conclude. we look at the possible errors that can occur during our process of computation. The possible sources of errors are. either an error in constructing the tiles, or an erroneous binding oftiles. The former error can he minimized by appropriately choosing the nucleotide sequences used in the tile. LaBean et al.[LWRY9] have shown that the nucleotide sequences of the constituent strands forming a tile. can he chosen in such a way that. whenever these strands are allowed to anneal. they almost always form the desired tile structure. without forming other unwanted structures. The other possible error is when a tile attaches to a site meant for some other tile. Now. if we choose the sticky end sequences encoding different symhols to be sufficiently different from each other and their complement, then only matching sticky ends will anneal together. In that case. a wrong tile attaching to a site is still possible if a tile with three sticky ends uses only two of them to attach to the site. with the third sticky ends remaining unmatched i.e. hanging. If that happens then the resulting structure will he highly unstahle relative to the stahle and compact 2D structure that we get for all correct bindings. Thus. the probability of such a mismatch occurring is very IOU,.
